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Even when things look bleak offers the possibility of immediate redemption. Suppose 

you struck out three times in a row with the bases loaded and also committed two fielding errors. 

If you come up in the bottom of the ninth and hit a game winning drive, you are suddenly the 

hero. Missed every three pointer and free throw throughout the game? Tossed nothing but 

interceptions? Just win it in the final seconds and they’ll go from jeers to cheers with your name. 

This speaks to the “what have you done for me lately” attitude in much of sports. It also 

highlights how hard it must be to be a professional athlete. Standing in your home arena or 

stadium with thousands of your own fans booing you for your painful performance; the pressure 

must be incredible. Successful athletes have to rely on what they’ve learned from earlier in the 

game and in their career. They have trust in their teammates. And they have to vision the 

possibility of their success, not the inevitability of their doom. In other words, they have to be 

resilient. 

Resiliency is the ability to bounce back from difficulty and hardship and even failure. 

The American Psychological Association defines it as “the process of adapting well in the face 

of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats or significant sources of stress — such as family and 

relationship problems, serious health problems or workplace and financial stressors.”1 

Since we can be reasonably sure that our lives will have challenges and disappointments, 

we will be stronger if we are prepared to react to them and move towards the future. “Resilience 

is the virtue that enables people to move through hardship and become better. No one escapes 

pain, fear, and suffering. Yet from pain can come wisdom, from fear can come courage, from 

suffering can come strength – if we have the virtue of resilience.”2 

We all feel loss, anger, disappointment, shame in the face of struggle and failure. 

“Resilience is not a trait that people either have or do not have. It involves behaviors, thoughts 

and actions that can be learned and developed in anyone.”3 Sadly, some of us have far too many 

opportunities to hone the skills of resilience. It is a skill that we should seek to acquire in life. 

Albert Einstein put it, “There is only one road to true human greatness: the road through 

suffering.” We need resiliency to respond. 
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Our Bible is filled with resilient individuals. Adam and Eve somehow created a life for 

themselves after literally being tossed out of paradise. Moses overcame the failures of the 

Israelites again and again, even his own moment of anger destroying the ten commandments. 

Moses went back up on Mount Sinai and carved a new set of tablets. Resilience was one of the 

attributes Moses wished upon Joshua as he took leadership of the Jewish people.4 

And think of Joseph. Nearly murdered by his brothers, sold into slavery, falsely accused 

of rape, he easily could have disappeared into nothing. Instead he worked himself to be the 

number two man in power in Egypt and when his brothers saw him again, he somehow found a 

way to forgive them. That's resilience! 

But such strength isn’t a virtue of just the biblical. All of us have to learn what to do in 

the face adversity. From overcoming a more minor inconvenience like getting a flat tire to more 

difficult responses to major illness, financial loss, death, and heartbreak. We see that resilience is 

everywhere. Just this month, we commemorated the terrorist attacks on September 11. All of us 

have found some way to overcome from that tragedy. Resilience can be found in every person. 

We learn much by looking at how others respond to struggle. Not because we can mirror 

them – they bring their own life experiences, support system, and vision for tomorrow. But 

because it can remind us that being flattened by life’s journey doesn’t mean an end at all. 

We see resilience in every story of the Holocaust and marvel at people’s strength in the 

face of the worst experiences. Today, the people of Israel show their resilience in living under 

the constant threat of terror and missiles. School children in Israel were remarkable, holding 

classes and sometimes living for extended time in bomb shelters. They did homework, played 

games, and continued on with their lives. That is what such a response can be – “the ability to 

face life with courage, optimism and determination, knowing that there will be good times and 

difficult times, but that we can get through them all because we have what it takes and because 

we are part of something of great meaning and importance.”5 

As a Mets fan, I recognize the resilience of fellow my Mets fans. Somehow to root for 

our team when loss and failure seem to be our lot. Substitute any other sports teams with a 

similar history if you wish. 

 

Being resilient means more than being tough in the face of hardship. You must, they say, 

bounce back from your pain. “Bounce back” is a commonly used, but, perhaps, poorly chosen 
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words. If you bounce back, you are the same as you were before the adversity. Eric Greitens, a 

Navy Seal who wrote the book Resilience: Hard-Won Wisdom for Living a Better Life, said, 

“Life’s reality is that we cannot bounce back. We cannot bounce back because we cannot go 

back in time to the people we used to be. The parent who loses a child never bounces back. The 

nineteen-year-old marine who sails for war is gone forever, even if he returns. ‘What’s done 

cannot be undone,’ and some of what life does to us is harsh….What happens to us becomes part 

of us. Resilient people do not bounce back from hard experiences; they find healthy ways to 

integrate them into their lives.”6 

 

In looking at stories of resilience from across the centuries and world, I see three 

attributes we all can better develop in ourselves to help us prepare for the next struggle coming 

our way. First, we need to seek to learn from the experience. Not just our past, but as the 

situation unfolds, we have to be open to discovering new things, even from our flaws and 

failures. Second, we need to let in our greater support circle – family, friends, neighbors, co-

workers, acquaintances and even strangers. They give us new energy, help us deal with a myriad 

of problems, and find the strength to keep going. And third, we have to think beyond the idea 

that our fate is completely sealed. We still can take control of aspects of our life. While we might 

not be able to undo the trouble we are directly facing, we have the power to make a difference in 

our future. 

 

There was a spirit of resilience in the great inventors of a century ago. Thomas Edison 

tried thousands of experiments before he got the light bulb work. A reporter asked him how it 

felt to fail so many times. Edison said, “I never failed once. I invented the light bulb. It just 

happened to be a 2000-step process.”7 

The Wright Brothers were well recognized for their persistence as they figured out 

motorized flight. Each moment was an opportunity to move forward despite any struggle. For 

example, one diary entry by Orville Wright recorded a day of damaged steering, faulty landings, 

the tail being smashed, the rudder breaking, a tail wire becoming disarranged, a crash at the start, 

a wing hitting the ground at the start, and a broken propeller. “But the good humor of Wilbur 

after a spill out of the machine or a break somewhere or a stubborn motor was always 

reassuring.” Despite no one believing these two bicycle makers from Dayton, Ohio had any 
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chance at flying, they pressed on, focused on their work and their ideas. After each crash, they 

held a long consultation with “always some new gain. They were getting nearer and nearer the 

moment when sustained flight would be made.”8 The support of the brothers for each other, their 

ability to learn from the past, and their insistence of shaping their own future demonstrate three 

of the essential skills in being resilient. 

 

Temple member Abigail Brown faced a truly terrible moment. She had found a lump. 

Tests led to more tests and sadly ended in a positive diagnosis of stage 2 breast cancer in 

December of last year. Abigail, a wife and young mother of two boys faced the terror of the “C” 

word and discovered she had no idea what to do next. 

Unlike the typical problems usually facing her sons, she couldn’t simply make hers go 

away. Instead of capitulating to the disease, she controlled what she could. She moved away 

from the certainty of her fate to the certainty of her actions. She sought out the best surgeons and 

doctors around to give her comfort and skill. She learned about her disease and about the 

possibility of beating it. Hospitalized for complications after her surgery, Abigail decided she 

wanted to be home before the Super Bowl and watch the game with her family on their big TV. 

And she did. A small victory and yet a huge one for her spirit. Something she controlled. 

Looking into the abyss, she held onto to any hope, any action that could give her some power in 

this overwhelming scenario. She focused on simple tasks that were now invigorating. She took 

care of her kids. She went to work when she could. She kept moving ahead – towards healing 

and towards faith. 

The support of her community was essential. Her husband Dory and her kids Larry and 

Robert were there for her. Her parents, her in-laws, her sisters across the country, her neighbors, 

co-workers, members of this Temple some of whom had been strangers before this ordeal. Even 

every Facebook “like” gave her a little more strength to keep on. 

Abigail was declared cancer-free on August 3. Though she’s checked remission rates a 

few times, she continues to move forward in what she can control – doing breast cancer walks 

with her family and studying to be a cancer support group leader. She hasn’t bounced back. 

Rather, she’s grown and learned. She told me, “I’ve become more patient than I was before. I see 

things in their perspective.” Taking control even when we have none. Depending on a circle of 
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support. Growing and learning with each step. These all enabled Abigail to be resilient in the 

face of the void. 

 

Resiliency is not only about how we respond. It is also letting others face the awful and 

letting them react. How often do we keep secrets about illness or loss or change from a family 

member? “It’s better for them,” we decide. Inevitably when they find out, they are always 

furious at having been excluded from helping and caring. 

It has been debated whether parents who typically solve their children’s problems for 

them and hover over them to deny them pain are ultimately doing them good. In the short term, 

their child avoids an unpleasant situation. In the long term, a University of Buffalo study 

concluded, they lack opportunities to learn how to respond to pain and loss, which will surely be 

part of their future. “Confidence comes from making the effort, from persevering, from coping, 

and seeing the results.”9 

 

Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik explored the challenge of how we react to our suffering in a 

book titled Fate and Destiny. While we often use those two terms synonymously, he 

distinguishes between them. Fate, he suggests, is when things beyond our control happen to us; 

destiny is when we reassert control and create meaning out of what happens to us. We can not 

choose our fate, but we can choose our destiny. This lesson is reinforced by one of the central 

prayers of the High Holy Day liturgy. Earlier today, we read Un’taneh tokef, the prayer that 

introduces the idea of the book of life. It tells us: “On Rosh Hashanah it is written, on Yom 

Kippur it is sealed… who shall live and who shall die… who shall live safely and who shall be 

harmed; whose life is tranquil and whose is tormented; who shall be poor and who shall be rich; 

who shall be humbled and who shall be raised up.” The language of the prayer suggests fatalism, 

that God decrees all that is to come in the year ahead, as if we have no control over what will 

happen to us. If we are inscribed and sealed for pain and suffering, there is no way around it. But 

that is not the end of the story. The prayer continues by teaching us that “t’shuvah, u-t’filah, u-

tzedakah ma-avirin et ro-a ha-g’zeirah; repentance, prayer, and righteousness make the severity 

of the decree pass away.” Even if sorrow is decreed for us, we can ease our suffering through our 

conduct. We certainly cannot control everything that happens to us, but we can control how we 

respond to what happens to us. We can let our troubles defeat us, overwhelming us with sadness, 
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paralyzing us with fear. Or we can go forward, as bravely as we can, finding courage and 

comfort and even comedy along the way, like lampposts showing us the way out of the 

darkness.10 

 

After this morning’s services, we hold our Layperson’s Hour. Four members of Temple 

will talk about the pressures and stresses they face at their challenging jobs and how they 

struggle to respond at home and at work every day towards hope and strength. 

Your family has some great stories of resilience. As we shared on Rosh Hashanah, stories 

carry power in helping define our identity and in providing unexpected pieces of the puzzle to 

the listener. During this Yom Kippur day or perhaps at Break Fast, share a story of resilience. It 

might be about you as a child or a teenager; something that happened at work or camp or school. 

It might be a story about your child or your parent or a distant ancestor. A story about someone 

who battled pain, frustration, disappointment, or loss. Someone who found new lessons from that 

struggle. Who let in the people around them as a support and a guide. And who took control of 

what they could in their journey. 

No matter the struggle, write a new story for your life. Assert your destiny despite what 

fate dictates and write a different ending. Each of us must struggle. Yom Kippur tells us that no 

life is spared pain. That pain doesn’t have to have to have the final word. As we assert our 

resilience, our fate is not sealed and a new density awaits. 
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